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English Text:

Anger is coursing through humanity’s veins
Fear seeps through delicate skins
Pathos’ uproars desire freedom
Release beckons,
Relief waits,
When inner harmony is embraced, liberation nears.

Powerful minds
Momentous thoughts provoked
Silent utterances are the strongest:
Thoughts elicit change,
Thoughts, directed, command.

Dreams are imagination’s domain
The mind’s creations acted out
Haunting imagery or Wonders
Achievable when personal power is recognized.

Aloneness is always welcome, somewhere
Loneliness permeates, quietly
Saturated bones crumble,
People need people
True bonds are unassailable.

Unseeing eyes are looking everywhere
Searching through fog covered lenses
The third eye sleeps
Contemplating meditation
We must learn to trust instinct
Awareness is our sway.

Isis-Sophia
Your sacred
Ancient wisdom
Is Lost to time
Forgotten by many
But you are still there

Like the Phoenix
We can rise and re-member our spirituality
Open the veil and see through Maya
From the molten ashes
We return to
Om

Japanese Shinto Chant:

Hi fumi, yo i mu na ya kotomo chi lo lane
Shi ki lu, yu i tsu wanu so wo ta ha kumeka
U o e, nisali hete nomasu a se e holeke

English translation:

We are gods and creators.
We create everything with consciousness,
and it is for our use forever.

We practice actualization of the God Self through

We live together forever for our happiness, our advancement.
Thank you, God,
as we open our mind to the Light of God within us,
all healing happens.